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This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also
how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories
free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site,
we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us!
Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your
browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact
text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page
you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It
only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have
JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. The Nissan Maxima serves as an appealing alternative to
many entry-level luxury sedans thanks to its engaging driving dynamics and high-quality
construction. As you move from one automotive segment to the next, you'll no doubt encounter
some gray areas in which one segment overlaps another. These gray areas are not unlike those
alluded to in real estate, when wise buyers suggest buying the crummiest house in a nice
neighborhood, rather than the nicest home in a less-desirable area. The Nissan Maxima is the
automotive equivalent of a nice home in a middling neighborhood. The "neighborhood" isn't
that great -- the Nissan brand lacks the glamour of others in the luxury class. Redesigned just
last year, the newest Maxima shares its basic front-wheel-drive architecture with the sporty
Altima midsize sedan; however, its length has been reduced and width increased to improve
handling. Underneath the sharply styled exterior is Nissan's ubiquitous 3. Inside, you'll find a
well-designed interior with excellent materials. The optional navigation system is pretty much
the same as you'll find in an upscale Infiniti product like the G37, and it's a good one thanks to
an easy-to-use interface; there's also an iPod integration setup that works as well as any we've
seen. Nissan has even simplified the options structure for , addressing one of our gripes
regarding last year's model. As long as you don't feel the need to impress others with a
status-oriented nameplate, the Nissan Maxima is definitely worth a look. These choices will
deliver more dynamic performance and prestige, but they lack the Maxima's long list of
features. Among all these sedans, there's really not a bad one in the bunch. The decision, then,
comes down to whether you'd be happy living in the Maxima's zip code. The Maxima SV adds
integrated turn signals located in the exterior mirrors, foglamps, a driver-seat manual
thigh-support extender, power lumbar support, leather upholstery and a nine-speaker Bose
stereo upgrade with satellite radio. The SV can be optioned with either the Premium or Sport
packages -- both of which add paddle shifters, xenon headlights, a driver-side auto-dimming
outside mirror, heated front seats, heated outside mirrors, driver memory functions and a power
tilt-and-telescoping steering column. The Sport package features a sport-tuned suspension,
inch wheels, a rear spoiler and metallic-look interior trim. High-performance summer tires are an
added option with the Sport package. The Technology package adds a voice-activated
navigation system with real-time traffic, a 7-inch LCD screen with DVD playback, a single
in-dash CD player which replaces the six-disc version , streaming Bluetooth audio and 9.
Finally, the Cold package adds heated front seats, a heated steering wheel and heated outside
mirrors. Powering every Nissan Maxima is a 3. Power is sent to the front wheels via a
continuously variable transmission CVT that can be overridden by six simulated "gear" ratios
selected via steering-column-mounted paddle shifters if optioned on SV models. In testing, the
Maxima SV accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 6. Standard safety equipment for all Nissan
Maximas includes antilock disc brakes, stability and traction control, front-seat side airbags,
full-length side curtain airbags and front active head restraints. A rearview camera is optional
on SV models. In government crash tests, the Maxima scored a perfect five out of five stars for
frontal- and side-impact protection for all occupants. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
awarded the Maxima its highest score of "Good" for frontal-offset crash protection. Though
Nissan's marketing would have you believe that the Maxima is a "four-door sports car," that's
not really the case. This sedan is just too big and heavy to be kin to the Z. But it's still a very
good sport sedan and it should please the vast majority of drivers. Further helping its case is
the Maxima's exceptional steering, which boasts light weighting, plenty of communication and
spot-on precision. For the money, though, we would forgo the optional Sport package, which
over-stiffens the compliant ride without any appreciable performance gains. It used to be that
when we'd encounter a Nissan fitted with a CVT, we were filled with a combination of dread and
loathing. The Maxima's interior is as upscale as you'll find in the Nissan lineup. The cabin is
understated and surrounds passengers with high-quality materials worthy of the sedan's
luxury-car price tag. When combined with the Premium or Sport packages, the cabin is on even
footing with its pricier Infiniti G37 cousin. Interior space is also praiseworthy, providing ample,

adult-sized room. The front seats are a pleasant blend of firm support and soft cushioning, but
lateral support may be lacking for those who enjoy serpentine back roads. Buyers should be
aware that the optional rear bucket seats render the center position all but unusable because of
the narrow and elevated seat cushion. The trunk easily accommodates a pair of golf bags
thanks to its wide opening, and the Available styles include 3. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Nissan Maxima. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out
Nissan Maxima lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Lacks the brand cachet its price tag might imply,
compromised middle rear seat with Sport or Premium packages, equipment stuffed into
expensive packages. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. After a full redesign last year, the Nissan Maxima heads into
pretty much unchanged. Nissan has simplified the sedan's options packaging by offering one
unified Technology package rather than three. Also debuting is a Monitor package, which allows
customers to enjoy a 7-inch color monitor without having to first purchase the Technology
package. Bluetooth is now standard across all models. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. I bought mine with miles and I used to drive it about 25k per year. Very well built car,
has alot of nice options and everything seems to work rather well. Bluetooth kind of sucks,
people would complain they can't hear me well. Nissan decided it was too much to give the
passenger a cooled seat too even though it has perforated leather like the driver's seat Anyway,
heated seat for the passenger. Heated steering wheel was really nice. Leather held up really nice
all the way to k miles I just sold it. You don't need Nissan's 'ester oil' just use mobile1 fully
synthetic every 7k miles. Bought some OEM recommended Goodyear Eagle RS-1 tires which
gave me about 50k miles mostly highway and held up really well in terms of traction in the crazy
rains in Houston. Resurfaced rotors never bought new ones idk if the guy before me did , and
ofcourse breakpads. Changed spark plugs at k, pay a few more dollars and use OEM spark
plugs, it's the most optimum option for your engine. Had to replace shocks and struts at k, this
one is due to a leak. It would've ate up my new tires and vibration is never good for a
mechanical equipment, alot of people cut corners and pay for other problems. This one however
is on Nissan, appearantly its a known issue, and nissan recalled for it. I didn't know My loss. I
took off a star for reliability for this one. Read less. This is my second max I still own my This is
the feel of a sports car with a little more room. The features on this model are great. The heated
seats and steering wheel are my favorite. Superb vehicle and value. This is my wife's car but I
drive it mostly. This car has the style and horsepower that betters all of those vehicles. The
interior quality and transmission are excellent. Nope, this is a wonderful car. See my previous
posts for more info under Third Timer. Nissan recommends this type oil, but any synthetic 5W30
oil will suffice. You can also use NON-synthetic oil as long as you change it every miles. Ester is
a component of synthetic oil formulas, not some mystical oil type only Nissan makes! Don't be
fooled! Also, premium gas is recommended but not required! Need a minimum of 87 octane.
Reference Nissan Owner Man. I highly recommend this vehicle See all reviews of the Used
Nissan Maxima. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk
Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars
related to the Maxima. Sign Up. The Nissan Maxima serves as an appealing alternative to many
entry-level luxury sedans thanks to its engaging driving dynamics and high-quality
construction. As you move from one automotive segment to the next, you'll no doubt encounter
some gray areas in which one segment overlaps another. These gray areas are not unlike those
alluded to in real estate, when wise buyers suggest buying the crummiest house in a nice
neighborhood, rather than the nicest home in a less-desirable area. The Nissan Maxima is the
automotive equivalent of a nice home in a middling neighborhood. The "neighborhood" isn't
that great -- the Nissan brand lacks the glamour of others in the luxury class. Redesigned just
last year, the newest Maxima shares its basic front-wheel-drive architecture with the sporty
Altima midsize sedan; however, its length has been reduced and width increased to improve
handling. Underneath the sharply styled exterior is Nissan's ubiquitous 3. Inside, you'll find a

well-designed interior with excellent materials. The optional navigation system is pretty much
the same as you'll find in an upscale Infiniti product like the G37, and it's a good one thanks to
an easy-to-use interface; there's also an iPod integration setup that works as well as any we've
seen. Nissan has even simplified the options structure for , addressing one of our gripes
regarding last year's model. As long as you don't feel the need to impress others with a
status-oriented nameplate, the Nissan Maxima is definitely worth a look. These choices will
deliver more dynamic performance and prestige, but they lack the Maxima's long list of
features. Among all these sedans, there's really not a bad one in the bunch. The decision, then,
comes down to whether you'd be happy living in the Maxima's zip code. The Maxima SV adds
integrated turn signals located in the exterior mirrors, foglamps, a driver-seat manual
thigh-support extender, power lumbar support, leather upholstery and a nine-speaker Bose
stereo upgrade with satellite radio. The SV can be optioned with either the Premium or Sport
packages -- both of which add paddle shifters, xenon headlights, a driver-side auto-dimming
outside mirror, heated front seats, heated outside mirrors, driver memory functions and a power
tilt-and-telescoping steering column. The Sport package features a sport-tuned suspension,
inch wheels, a rear spoiler and metallic-look interior trim. High-performance summer tires are an
added option with the Sport package. The Technology package adds a voice-activated
navigation system with real-time traffic, a 7-inch LCD screen with DVD playback, a single
in-dash CD player which replaces the six-disc version , streaming Bluetooth audio and 9.
Finally, the Cold package adds heated front seats, a heated steering wheel and heated outside
mirrors. Powering every Nissan Maxima is a 3. Power is sent to the front wheels via a
continuously variable transmission CVT that can be overridden by six simulated "gear" ratios
selected via steering-column-mounted paddle shifters if optioned on SV models. In testing, the
Maxima SV accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 6. Standard safety equipment for all Nissan
Maximas includes antilock disc brakes, stability and traction control, front-seat side airbags,
full-length side curtain airbags and front active head restraints. A rearview camera is optional
on SV models. In government crash tests, the Maxima scored a perfect five out of five stars for
frontal- and side-impact protection for all occupants. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
awarded the Maxima its highest score of "Good" for frontal-offset crash protection. Though
Nissan's marketing would have you believe that the Maxima is a "four-door sports car," that's
not really the case. This sedan is just too big and heavy to be kin to the Z. But it's still a very
good sport sedan and it should please the vast majority of drivers. Further helping its case is
the Maxima's exceptional steering, which boasts light weighting, plenty of communication and
spot-on precision. For the money, though, we would forgo the optional Sport package, which
over-stiffens the compliant ride without any appreciable performance gains. It used to be that
when we'd encounter a Nissan fitted with a CVT, we were filled with a combination of dread and
loathing. The Maxima's interior is as upscale as you'll find in the Nissan lineup. The cabin is
understated and surrounds passengers with high-quality materials worthy of the sedan's
luxury-car price tag. When combined with the Premium or Sport packages, the cabin is on even
footing with its pricier Infiniti G37 cousin. Interior space is also praiseworthy, providing ample,
adult-sized room. The front seats are a pleasant blend of firm support and soft cushioning, but
lateral support may be lacking for those who enjoy serpentine back roads. Buyers should be
aware that the optional rear bucket seats render the center position all but unusable because of
the narrow and elevated seat cushion. The trunk easily accommodates a pair of golf bags
thanks to its wide opening, and the The Used Nissan Maxima Sedan is offered in the following
styles: 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Nissan Maxima Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out Nissan Maxima lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Lacks the brand cachet its price tag might imply, compromised
middle rear seat with Sport or Premium packages, equipment stuffed into expensive packages.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Maxima for sale
near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near

Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. After a full redesign last year, the Nissan Maxima
heads into pretty much unchanged. Nissan has simplified the sedan's options packaging by
offering one unified Technology package rather than three. Also debuting is a Monitor package,
which allows customers to enjoy a 7-inch color monitor without having to first purchase the
Technology package. Bluetooth is now standard across all models. Read more. Write a review
See all reviews. I bought mine with miles and I used to drive it about 25k per year. Very well built
car, has alot of nice options and everything seems to work rather well. Bluetooth kind of sucks,
people would complain they can't hear me well. Nissan decided it was too much to give the
passenger a cooled seat too even though it has perforated leather like the driver's seat Anyway,
heated seat for the passenger. Heated steering wheel was really nice. Leather held up really nice
all the way to k miles I just sold it. You don't need Nissan's 'ester oil' just use mobile1 fully
synthetic every 7k miles. Bought some OEM recommended Goodyear Eagle RS-1 tires which
gave me about 50k miles mostly highway and held up really well in terms of traction in the crazy
rains in Houston. Resurfaced rotors never bought new ones idk if the guy before me did , and
ofcourse breakpads. Changed spark plugs at k, pay a few more dollars and use OEM spark
plugs, it's the most optimum option for your engine. Had to replace shocks and struts at k, this
one is due to a leak. It would've ate up my new tires and vibration is never good for a
mechanical equipment, alot of people cut corners and pay for other problems. This one however
is on Nissan, appearantly its a known issue, and nissan recalled for it. I didn't know My loss. I
took off a star for reliability for this one. Read less. This is my second max I still own my This is
the feel of a sports car with a little more room. The features on this model are great. The heated
seats and steering wheel are my favorite. Superb vehicle and value. This is my wife's car but I
drive it mostly. This car has the style and horsepower that betters all of those vehicles. The
interior quality and transmission are excellent. Nope, this is a wonderful car. See my previous
posts for more info under Third Timer. Nissan recommends this type oil, but any synthetic 5W30
oil will suffice. You can also use NON-synthetic oil as long as you change it every miles. Ester is
a component of synthetic oil formulas, not some mystical oil type only Nissan makes! Don't be
fooled! Also, premium gas is recommended but not required! Need a minimum of 87 octane.
Reference Nissan Owner Man. I highly recommend this vehicle See all reviews of the Used
Nissan Maxima Sedan. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored
cars related to the Maxima. Sign Up. Our customers can also shop high-quality certified
pre-owned Nissan models and used cars in Maplewood, MN. Our certified models are protected
by warranty and come with a detailed vehicle history report. Each of our used cars, trucks and
SUVs is selected based on quality, and we carry a wide range of models from popular
automakers. Welcome to Kline Nissan Learn More. View Disclaimer Hide Disclaimer. Includes
1st payment, tax, title, license fees. On Approve Credit. In Stock Vehicles Only. Versa Note.
Rogue Sport. Titan XD. NV Passenger. NV Compact Cargo. NV Cargo. What Sets Kline Nissan
Apart? For Starters We'll work with you remotely from start to finish to ensure your entire
process is contact-free. Shop online and work with our sales team from wherever you are. No
need to even leave your house. We constantly give back to the community through
sponsorships, drives, and events. If you need to get your vehicle serviced but still need a car,
we offer loaner vehicles at your convenience. Contact Us. Search Vehicles. Keyword Search:
Filtered Search: type. Your garage is empty. Save some vehicles to get started! Already have a
garage? Sign in! Maplewood, MN Get Directions. Kline Nissan Make Model Year. Vehicle History.
Vehicle Listing Details. Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early
Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can
even test drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Variable
transmission and Gas V6 3. Description: Used Nissan Maxima 3. Recent Arrival! Call If for any
reason you are not fully satisfied with your purchase, bring it back within 4 days or miles, no
questions asked. Want to save more time? We'll even deliver it to your doorstep within 24
hours. Thats how we make car buying easy. Sale prices may vary based on not financing with
Berlin City Nissan. All figures are estimates only and are not guaranteed as accurate. Sales tax
or other taxes, tag, title, registration fees, and government fees is not included in quoted price.
All vehicles subject to prior sale. See sales for further details and your personalized quote.
Baxter Certified Pre-Owned, Spotless. Nissan 3. This vehicle has passed a rigorous pt
inspection. Comes with a 7-day return policy. We also sell used vehicles and certified
pre-owned Fords. At our South th Street near Sapp Bros. We're part of Baxter Auto, the largest
dealer group in Nebraska. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please
confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Odometer is
miles below market average! Featuring a push button start, braking assist, dual climate control,
stability control, traction control, anti-lock brakes, dual airbags, side air bag system, and airbag

deactivation, be sure to take a look at this Nissan Maxima 3. It comes with a 6 Cylinder engine.
You can trust this sedan because it has a crash test rating of 5 out of 5 stars! Rocking a sharp
black exterior and a charcoal interior, this car is a sight to see from the inside out. Don't let it
slip away! Call today for a test drive. It is equipped with a Automatic transmission. The vehicle
is Gray with a Black interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. We research
history, analyze condition, and select only the best vehicles for our inventory. They have been
fully inspected by our manufacturer certified technicians, meticulously detailed by our
experienced professionals, and offered to you at competitive prices for an outstanding value!
We stand behind what we sell.. We have a large selection of pre-owned vehicles to choose from.
The Lifetime Powertrain Warranty covers internally lubricated parts of the engine and
powertrain at no cost to you. Be sure to check our specials pages for huge savings and
payment breakdowns. Our goal is to provide the fast, fair and friendly car buying experience
that everyone deserves! We take pride in our transparency and turning first time buyers into
loyal customers for life. Our customers love their car buying experience without the back and
forth haggling or time consuming negotiations. In fact, we have been delivering cars to
driveways before it was COOL! Our Express Pick-Up option is the faster way to buy - we can
complete almost the entire transaction over the phone or online. We will have the vehicle pulled
up and ready for you when you arrive so you can be in and out in your new vehicle in 30
minutes or less. Delivery charge may apply for out of state customers. Contact us at to check
availability, book an appointment or learn about recent arrivals. Our inventory moves quickly,
please call ahead. Appointments are strongly encouraged. Free Lifetime Powertrain Warranty
vehicle exclusions apply. See dealer for details. Our promise is to provide our customers with
the best possible reconditioned used car on the market. Every used car is run through a point
quality control inspection- We pay our mechanics to find any issues so you don't have to. The
warranty allows you to fix the vehicle at any shop that you choose- not just us. Less time
negotiating and more time finding the vehicle that best matches your wants and needs. We look
forward to your visit. Test drive delivery based on schedule availability and distance. Some
exclusions apply. Message dealer for details. Nationwide home delivery is available, please
contact dealer for a personalized quote. Delivery availability may vary, some exclusions apply.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Trim 3. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 2, Engine Type Gas 2, Drivetrain
Front Wheel Drive 2, Cylinders 6 cylinders 2, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently
added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Know The Deal. Showing 1 - 18
out of 2, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought mine with miles and I used to drive it about
25k per year. Very well built car, has alot of nice options and everything seems to work rather
well. Bluetooth kind of sucks, people would complain they can't hear me well. Nissan decided it
was too much to give the passenger a cooled seat too even though it has perforated leather like
the driver's seat Anyway, heated seat for the passenger. Heated steering wheel was really nice.
Leather held up really nice all the way to k miles I just sold it. You don't need Nissan's 'ester oil'
just use mobile1 fully synthetic every 7k miles. Bought some OEM recommended Goodyear
Eagle RS-1 tires which gave me about 50k miles mostly highway and held up really well in terms
of traction in the crazy rains in Houston. Resurfaced rotors never bought new ones idk if the
guy before me did , and ofcourse breakpads. Changed spark plugs at k, pay a few more dollars
and use OEM spark plugs, it's the most optimum option for your engine. Had to replace shocks
and struts at k, this one is due to a leak. It would've ate up my new tires and vibration is never
good for a mechanical equipment, alot of people cut corners and pay for other problems. This
one however is on Nissan, appearantly its a known issue, and nissan recalled for it. I didn't
know My loss. I took off a star for reliability for this one. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. New
Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Nissan Altima Features and Specs Year Trim
Select Trim. Overview Altima 2. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive. Engine Order Code NA. Fuel
System Gasoline Direct Injection. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling
System Capacity quarts NA. Transmission Order Code NA. Number of Transmission Speeds 1.
First Gear Ratio :1 2. Reverse Ratio :1 1. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 4. Clutch Size NA. Fuel
Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width,
without mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches
Minimum Ground Clearance inches 5. Liftover Height inches NA. Interior Dimensions. Total
Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder
Room inches Front Hip Room inches Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room
inches Second Row Shoulder Room inches Second Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area
Dimensions. Trunk Space cubic feet Steering Type Rack-Pinion. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Turns,
lock to lock NA. Front Suspension Type Strut. Rear Suspension Type Multi-Link. Brake Type

4-Wheel Disc. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness
inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Drums, diameter x width inches
NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 17 X 7. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear
Wheel Size inches 17 X 7. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches Compact.
Spare Wheel Material Steel. Spare Tire Size Compact. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight
hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum Trailer
Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing
hitch pounds NA. Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds Maximum Alternator Capacity
amps Engine: 2. Wheels: 17" Alloy. Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
vw transmission codes
arm diagram
usb cord wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

